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Using Computer Technology

Planning computer Lessons
Computers are now in 97% of the schools in the United

States. (Quality Education Data, 1990-911. What is being
done with them? Are they being used for effective
teaching'? Ws time to focus on effective use of computers
in the classroom. This guide will give you some planning
and organizing ideasby addressing lemon plans .
wettable software, and the ellkient use of computers.

The students who will be taught these lessons are
burnt in regular education, mainstreamed classes, and
resource rooms. Students both with and without
disabilities profit from instrucnon that incorporates the
computer as a learning tool.

Lesson Plans
Lesson plans represent decisions that implement

learning goals and objectives for the students. Lesson
plans specify what the student and teacher will bedonig
to promote student learning. Computer-assisted lesson
plans are no different. Teachers should view technology
as a natural, irequently-used medium that contributes to
student kerning.

First, the teacher should determine the content of a
lesson. .Analyzing the necessary steps to reach student
goals and developing specific objectives, the teacher
discovers ways for students to get new information grasp
a new skM. practice it, and make it part of their
knowledge. In eech phase of the ksson, teachers should
consider software and computer use.

Lesson Introduction
Teachers build motivation for the lesson as they focus

the attentbn of students on a topic. The Introduction may
be a discussion of a term or rekvant experiences. a
question, or an object that is brought to the students'
attention. It can be a link with what wns done in a previous
lesson.

This may be the time to use mantpulatives or firsthand
experiences. Students. for example, may experience class
survey results by physically standing in line to represent
their responses to the survey. Later a graph program on
the computer will represent survey results.

Technolcsy can be used in a variety of wass for the
lesson introduction. A graph created on the coniputer can
initiate discusskm. A video elan event or place taken by
your video camera, can stimulate discussion. Simulation
software programs, such as $.M.A.R.T. Choices from Tom

Snyder Productions, present real-life problems and
prompt student disciussion. Word processing may record
a discussion or points elicited during brainstorming. A
printout can be given to students for use during the nfrAt
phase of the lessee. Teacher's Guides, which several
publishers include with their software, give ideas for
beginning a IeSSIM.

Mbar the introduction, the lesson olkn prwesses to a
whole-class demonstration of the software to be used in
the lesson. In this direct instruction, the software either
may present the &ill to be learned or may be the tool that
presents and manipuiates new information.

Tutorial software may also be used after an
introduction because these programs explain Information
step by step. Exploration ufa software program is another
means of learning about a topic.

Guided and Independent Practice
Computers provide step-by-step instructbn, and they

are always ready to explain again. They provide immediate
feedback to students, For these reasons computers are
advantageous for student practice. The guided-practice
phase of a lesson involves looking at a problem or skill.
Many computer programs provide guidelines for arriving
at a solution, as well as examples and nonmramples. For
example. with The Factory software, students are
challenged with making a disk that matches the one on
the cmnputer screen. The format for this practice maybe
indivklual. small group, or whole group, but it IS essential
that frequent feedback be given.

After the student understands essential concepts or
underlying steps of the lesson, independent practice on
the computer can help reinforce skiffs and understanding.
For example, in drill-and-practice math programs. it Is
assumed the learner understands how to do the math
problems.

Extending the Learning
The computer can have a significant role in

introducing, reinforcing, supplementing. and extending
skills that are being taught. The computer may help with
lesson or unit wrap-up, by producing crossword puzzles.
ward searrh puzzles. and tests for cuhninating activiths.
or with certificates and awards for work completion.

As a closure activity. teachers should discuss what the
students learned and how it can make a difference in some
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everyday prohken. The teacher needs to *help' aiudents
make the umnection to real lffe.

Choosing Software
The computers along with good software, may be

viewed as oiw tocd and resource In the classrocen like
an atlas or a diets:slaty.

When planning to use computers in skews, teachers
shmdd take a careful kok at what software ts available.
There may be mv ptece of software that baneson exactly
what is beingstmlud. Rs example, the study ofgegraphy
by an upper-level dementsty class may be focused on the

world maps and data from International Inspirer. Look
for additkmal software that inept be appropriate fir the
learning goals and objectives of your students. The
bllowing scdtware awl activities could compktment a
lleollraPhy stvx1Y:

Use Where in the Worid ts Carmen Sandiespe with
worksheets and maps to record countries visited as elms
are followed. A daMbase constructed as the prcgram
progresses is a helpful reference tool.

Oemoorkl" ofkrs experiences expiating the world in
search of meneal reseutrees.

Suldeot Social Studies
Tithe Study a tin Civil Wax in the United

States
Goals atuf adecaresibr the Lesson:

To &Nebel an kwaresmss a multiple emits
surrounding the Cid War period.

To build collaborative skills for grotip work.

lb mace= research skies by deleting a topic
and obtatuinginformatkut about ihe tope.

it To lotow how to organttz inkemation using a
database.

'lb understand how historical events 'relate to
'each other.

Teacher Deeishmse
I . 'Time required: One hour per day for be days.

2. Student grouping Seulents wcating In asAgned
groups of four.

3. Sumba; needed: Computers with database. word
processing. Time Liner' acflware, aed a LCD
sc reen. encyclopedias mid reference books
about the Civil War period.

Prerequitate Student Ktunarledgc
1. along aunty of the COO War.

2. Ellkient database users.

I. Discuss what Students know Was happening dur-
ing the thee when the Civil War was fought
(pollees, even* racial climate).

.

2. Show videe Mrs. which depicts the role of black
noldiers nithe Civil Wars Students. att. bey
view, note Issues present In addition to the bat-
de lastvat.. .

3. Wainstorm ateas where Significant events would
be taking piste dtuing the Cell Wax Palod. Use

word =the Computer mul a brge
screen to piteiset the antas. Ircoexample, inven-
tions- literature. eat Music. polities.

4. - The asstgaineut Divide the class into groups of
kw. Each sump Is roc

a. Dem& on a research topic about the MU
War.

b. Perk= the research and enter the
inituraatton Into the database.

c. Writes question to ask the class that can be
answerettby looktug up Inermatitm in the
-database.

5. Review use of tlw database the fields present In
the program, and how to enter new Informs-

rthe9dSm1gnt be tope. historical emu.
who, when. and where.)

8. Present skill of discussing and conk% W consen-
sus in a group; model building gm the ideas of
others and compromising

Clumps dIscima, research and enter their inform-
tem in the database. ,

9. Withlhe entire class rutemer. &mpg use the
dainbase-b end answers to the questions
mired by other /pupa.

9. As a dam use ThneLiner' maws= to construct
a time line Greve*: that were occuring during
the CIVII War period.

10. As seisms, discuss the Informaerst. Far =un-
pie, ask students. ke Contrast two events that
weeping tin durfing the same time period and
analyze the ea:et one event might have on an-
Wok event,

11. Have the soup reflect and comment on how the
process of getting the Inibramiktn 'worked in
theirgroup. Note probhuns that:01dd be allevi-
ated next thne by doing things dlikrently.

Center for Special Education lbchnotogy
1920 Association Drive. Reston, VA 22091 3 703/620-3660
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Crosscountry USA@ sees the world through the eyesof
a truck driver.

Mcmsepaint", or another graphics program, gives
students the opportunity hal draw maps with legends.

Using Ten Clues, students can identify a geographical
area after routing the clues.

Word processing and database program are useful for
writing reports and organizing informatkm about places
being discussed.

Likewise. In a vocabulary study by a junior high class.
a word processing program might be the centerphece. But
other software can contrIbute to this stuct,t

Using Crossword Magic*, students can create
crossword puzzles with new vocabulary word&

With Word Attacke. studenhs study vocabulary with
teachereustomized word lists.

MousePaint*", or other graphics software, can be
used to draw visual represtmtation of new vocabu-
lary word% and other students can then guess the
words in a pictfonary-type activity.

A spreadsheet can be used for listing prefixes or
suns= along with words that Include the prellx or
suffix.

With Create with Gatftekl, students select a new
vocabulary word and use it to create a cartoon.

These examples show creative uses of software with
different sutoject areas. Whatever the topic, he creative
wIth the applications for the software in your libraryand
don't feel limited to catakg descriptions.

If you have the opportunity to purchase software, look
first at your curriculum, and then at the software catakkgs.
Consider the quality of the content, clear graphic design.
ease of use, and available teacher options. Look for
publicatkons that evaluate educational software, such as
the book Only the Best. Software databases supply lists
of availabk software from the key words you select.

Computer Availability and Use
Your approach to computer-assisted lessons depends

on how many computers you have in your classroom.
whether you go to a lab to work on the computers. or
whether you have one copy of a software program or a lab
pack of many copies. Let's examine some variatitms in
computer availability and use.

When one computer is available in the classroom,
students can work Individually at the computer, often
writing using the word processor. and exploring
problem-solvIng program. In addition, students am
develop keyboarding skills or work individually on
drill-and-practice program. Students can be given a
specified period of time as their "computer time." A
defame with the date, time, student, and assignment earl
be created and printed to keep track of student computer
Moe. When more than one computer Is available in a

classroom, several students can work on Mdiviclual

computers at the same time.

Directions may be kept at the computer. along with the
designated software. The word processtw can be used to
create the dile:cilium either on a disk ar on paper. A

student who knows the program may teach it to peers; or
the teacher may give directions to the whole elms, using
a large amen projectica device such as an LCD (liquid
crystal display). Several large monitors maybe necessary
to allow all student* to view the computer monitor.
Simulation and twolilem-solving programs present the
class with planning, decisems, and calcuiations.

Another effective way to organize computer
assignments Is to have students interact in gnoups of two
to five waiters. These groups can work at osw computer
by rotatkon, or groups can work simultaneously If many
computers are available In the classroom. Cooperative
learning methods. including common goals and
collaborative skill development, assist group work.
Evawne needs a chance to be the keyboarder. and
everyone needs to encourage all members to contribute to
the activity. Group analysis of the process. as well as
revftw of =tent. Is essenlial.

Classes may be scheduled to work in a computer lab
with a computer tracker. During this time. the regular
classroom teacher may find out about new computer
programs that the lab teacher presents. Communication
between the teachers informs each of them of the
computer lab content and the regular classroom study
elbowing them the advantage of bulkling oneach other's
work. In the computer lab, consider whole-group.
small-group, and individual activities while planning use of

scherbded tnne.

Limited availability of software also requires creative
approaches. What can be done what several computers
are available but only one copya the software program is
avalkible? Computers may be hooted up with different
software programs at each computer station. Worksheets
at each station help students keep track °leach task and
record its completion. Task cards can clarify
directions,--including how to turn thecomputer on and off
and where to get help. If you have only we computer in

your classroom, the computer ststion can become a
separate learning center. As with Oiler learning centers
or workstations in the classroom, you should establish
routines, so that students know where to go to get started.
where the software will be. and what to do web it at the
end of the lesson.

Each computer configuration and student grouping
has its own advantages. Use the computers available to
you and decide on individual. small-group, and
whole-class work to support your teaching. When making
choices for instruction. consider gOals. content, student
groupings. and the software and computers available to
you. As an experienced teacher you have the background
for teaching lessons with computers. Yon don'tneed to be
a computer expert, but familiarity with the hardware and
the software will illuminate more opportunities for

703/620-3660
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learning. Soon they will be an integral part of your
teachint and you will be saying. -I can't teach without
computersr
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